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AFC takes in-depth
look at emerging
consumer trends
Delegates hear how brands can meet the
ever-changing desires of Asian consumers
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of Food Function Research of the Food
Research Institute at the National
Agriculture & Food Research Organization
(NARO).
In 2015, NARO worked closely with the
Japanese government to develop a food
labelling system, Food with Function
Claims (FFC), that aimed to inform
consumers of the attributes contained in
food, which also includes fresh fruit and
vegetable, and to encourage consumption.
This led to the development of the Prime
Apple! brand, which Shoji explained comes
with guarantees that consumers can trust.

consumer requirements.
“This is thanks to the presence of
procyanidins in the fruit."

One such option is CityBox, a vending
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Although the price is slightly higher when
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on location.
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“We received FFC certification for Prime
Apple! because we could guarantee
consumption would reduce visceral

Individual packaging also provides
convenience for some consumers, which all
three of the panellists agreed was an
important factor.
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